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AWARD WINNERS

Clearwater Analytics scooped up the Technology Provider of the 
Year award by helping Asia Pacific’s fast-growing insurers look after 
their assets digitally in an ever-changing regulatory environment. 

The company’s Software-as-a-Service (Saas) solution provides 
automated investment data management, including aggregation, 
reconciliation, accounting, compliance, risk, performance and reporting 
for even the most complex portfolios. 

Clearwater Analytics allows its clients to save time on data collection, 
report creation, tabulating end of quarter data, internal IT support and 
operational capacity. The company provides a range of tech-driven data 
aggregation, accounting, analytics and reporting services. 

Clearwater Analytics helps over 1,000 companies by providing 
them investment data on over US$5.9 trillion in assets. It helps clients 
scale investment strategies, diversify asset classes and improve data 
management services, and can also help insurers with their environmental, 
social and corporate government (ESG) commitments. The company also 
utilises a bespoke global data set and updates its functionality regularly 
without interruption. 

Showing that it is determined to adapt in the future, Clearwater 
Analytics has a clear strategy to invest around 25% of its annual revenue 
in research and development to help support client needs. 

The company also has a well-run diversity strategy, supports local 
communities and provides its staff continuous learning opportunities. 

Sandeep Sahai, Chief Executive Officer at Clearwater Analytics, said: 
“We are simply delighted to be delivering cutting-edge solutions that 
push the boundaries of what is possible in investment accounting and 
reporting across borders and industries.” 

Sahai added: “These honours acknowledge the impact Clearwater is 
making on our clients’ investment operations in the US, Europe and the 
Asia Pacific region. We’re proud of our customer-driven approach and 
invite institutional investors everywhere to learn how our award-winning 
technology can be put to work.” 

As assets in Asia Pacific’s (re)insurance markets continue to grow at 
pace, the market can expect plenty more technology improvements and 
initiatives in 2023 and beyond from Clearwater Analytics as the company 
continues to grow its client base across the region.
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